
 

 

Buffalo Creek Homeowners Association 

Board Meeting Minutes February 8, 2018 
 
MEETING:  The Board Meeting of  Buffalo Creek Homeowners Association was held at the Leeper 
Center on Thursday, February 8, 2018.  Dan Sattler called the Meeting to order at 7:00 pm. 
 
PRESENT:  Board Members present: Dan Sattler, Karen Johnson, Bryan Lamoreaux, Jesse Riesterer, 
Kim Holbrook and Sally Wiesser were present. Leah Selvage, Josh Story, and Mike Nothnagel were 
absent.  A Quorum of the Board was established.   
 
HOMEOWNERS PRESENT:  Michael Massey.    Mike addressed the Board on additional information 
with respect to the Sidewalk responsibility concerns he expressed at the Annual Homeowners Meeting.  
Mike distributed handout materials covering the Town Code, the Developer agreements, the Town’s 
acceptance procedures and the wording of Dedications.  Mike wanted to request homeowner and Board 
support to make a presentation to the Town with the hopes of getting clarification on the confusing 
wording in the code.  He feels the Town needs to define the position of who owns the sidewalk and who 
is responsible for the maintenance and repairs. It was decided that a meeting be requested with the Town 
to go over these points prior to making a formal Town Board of Trustee presentation. 
 
MANAGEMENT REPORTS:   Bryan moved and Jesse made the second to approve the Minutes of the 
1/11/18 Board Meeting.  The motion passed by unanimous vote.  Dan went over the Management 
Expense Report for the period September 2017 thru February 2018.  Karen moved and Bryan seconded 
the motion to approve the Financial Statements.  The vote was unanimous to approve.  
 
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMITTEE:  The ARC requested guidance of the Board with 
respect to this upcoming years Home and Fence list.  The initial discussion was to limit the number of 
letters being sent out this spring.  After Board discussion with respect to the problems of not addressing 
the homes and fences that really need to be addressed, it was determined the ARC should compile a list 
that would be more inclusive. 
 
DISCUSSION ITEMS:  

 Website:  Bryan gave a presentation on the new Website showing additional features available.  
Bryan discussed some of the problems that cropped up and how they’ve been resolved.   

 Tim pointed out that due to pressure from both the Post Office and the Bank, we are now 
returning some checks as “not being able to be processed” due to the fact the address and payee 
contain “Managed for You” and/or “Onsite”, both past Management Companies.  Neither of these 
is listed on our Post Office Box nor is authorized to sign on our Bank Account. 

 HOA Sign,  Tim discussed putting a photo switch on the main Sign at Washington and Co Rd 9 
to turn the lights on and off with the sun.  We also need to paint the letters on the sign again.  The 
Board was agreeable. 

 Tim also discussed shared fence responsibilities with a homeowner along the common area who 
has landscape issues pressing on the fence causing damage.  The Board authorized a 50/50 share 
on this property under the agreement that the landscape issue gets resolved or the HOA would 
assume no further responsibilities. 

 
NEXT BOARD MEETING:    Thursday March 8, 2018 – 7:00 pm Leeper Center 
 
ADJOURN:  At 8:44 pm Sally made the motion to adjourn and Bryan made the second.  The motion 
carried with unanimous approval. 


